Title: Why Do Things Get in a Muddle? (Come on Petunia)

Date: 1984
Media: Video (color, stereo sound); 32:00 min.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/45472623

Description:

This tape is the first of Hill’s works for which he deliberately wrote a screenplay. The title defines the piece’s starting point: Alice in Wonderland asks her omniscient father why things get in a muddle. They then talk on a metalinguistic level (i.e. about language using language). A glimpse through the looking glass reveals an inversion of the customary order of things. The father ingests the smoke from his pipe, Alice does not so much blink her eyelids momentarily open as stare wide-eyed, and the playing cards fall out of the air in an orderly manner into the girl’s hand. The language of the two protagonists is strangely slurred and partially incomprehensible. Gradually the reason for these phenomena becomes clear. Almost all the passages are being played and spoken backwards, and the tape can likewise be played backwards, with the result that at first sight the action appears plausible. This also explains why at second glance the movements of the protagonists’ bodies look strangely mechanical. Hill made phonetic notes of the texts spoken backwards by Alice and her father. At the end of the tape, when Alice is standing in front of the looking glass, the letters of the subtitle (“Come on Petunia”) logically regroup as “once upon a time.”


Spoken Text:
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With Kathy [Katherine] Bourbonais and Charles Stein.

Hill considered making this work the first in a trilogy of metalogues. A second work, titled *Why Do Things Have Outlines (or A Cut Along a Dotted Line)*, was partially realized in a workshop in France. The proposed title for the third work was *Why Do French Men?*